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MODELview is a powerful add-on to HRSoft’s leading 
compensation management software that allows 
organizations to nimbly automate a reliable, agile, and 
error-free way of quickly reviewing award recommendations, 
modeling changes, and making mass updates before 
completing final award approvals.

PRODUCT

PROBLEMS SOLVED

Having to quickly model 
the best means of reacting 
to last-minute changes in 
budgets

Making changes to increase 
awards for top performers 
from high producing 
divisions and locations

Modeling significant budget 
savings while still rewarding 
top performers in top 
organizations

Pre-planning modeling of 
different manager discretion 
possibilities.

Modeling different budget 
pools or award allocations 
by rating, business unit, or 
locations

This tool completely transforms the typically manual award calibration processes 
which are heavily dependent upon the error prone spreadsheets that provide 
poor visibility, traceability, and control -- all of which make it extremely difficult 
for Senior Management and Compensation teams to accurately and efficiently 
review, model, and change awards within budget targets. This is particularly 
troublesome as the calibration timeline is extremely tight and involves potentially 
making hundreds or even thousands of award changes often leading to serious 
errors and omissions. HRSoft’s software is specifically designed to assist 
planners in making employee by employee decisions and not in modeling and 
making mass updates.

Integrated directly with COMPview, customers using MODELview can capture 
all manager planned awards into dynamic spreadsheet-like online views where 
you can rapidly perform on-the-fly filtering of the views to look at specific sub-
populations and model award changes using error-free pre-configured award 
formula changes such as: 

• Adjusting awards up or down by a selected percentage or amount
• Setting all selected awards to a specified percentage or amount.
• Immediately seeg the resulting change to sub-population and overall spend 

and budget. 

The impact of these changes can immediately be analyzed with regards to spend 
and budget or any other metrics needed while also displaying a highly intuitive 
on-screen audit log. The system also allows you to save multiple model scenarios 
and enables different Executives to model changes to their own populations 
while supporting comprehensive grouped views for Senior Executives and 
the Compensation team. This ability to quickly and accurately model changes, 
support multiple model scenarios, share views, and automate calibration 
workflows will truly offer a one-of-a-kind experience to the calibration process 
and insure you get the necessary updates performed quickly and accurately. 
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Current user: HR Line managers of a large Fortune 500 company.

Scenario: Budget for annual focal award cycles is established 
one month before compensation planning. Line managers are 
required to allocate awards to allocate awards to individual 
employees on a monthly basis.

Problems: Often, a few months later, the factors affecting 
the original budgets would change -- sometimes drastically, 
creating a frenzied process of making mass changes to award 
allocations, while trying to avoid any negative impact on the 
overall effectiveness of existing compensation plans. 

MODELview: The process involved frantic copying of massive 
amounts of data into Excel, often leading to spreadsheets 
fraught with errors, inaccurate models, haphazard changes 
and poor decisions. Awards were typically taken away across 
the board and the impacts on top performers were unclear.

MODELview: User can quickly and easily model changes, 
assess impacts and re-calibrate in an informed and 
transparent manner. The collaborative features also enable 
the company and all key stakeholders to come together to 
meet organizational needs and reward performance.

Common use cases include quickly modeling the best means of reacting to changes in budget pools, making changes to increase 
awards for top performing employees from high producing divisions and high value locations, and figuring out ways to model 
large budget savings while still rewarding top performers and top divisions or modeling different budget pools or different award 
allocations by rating, BU and location. This tool is so powerful and easy that senior executives and their staff can start modeling 
changes up and down the organization using real compensation data 30 minutes after being introduced to the tool. 
An organization can even use the tool pre-planning to model different manager discretion models.

HRSoft’s proprietary Zero-Code technology allows users to enjoy a highly 
intuitive user experience and customization according to their organizational 

setup without the need for complex coding.
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